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FIGHTING CANCER Commonest 
cancers under review at the Kapsabet County 
Referral Hospital are; cancer of the breast, 
cancer of gastrointestinal tract comprising 
of the esophagus, stomach, colon and 
rectum, cancer of the cervix, lymphomas and 
leukemia and cancer of the ovary.
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2020 ushers us to the new decade that I refer to as the ‘data 
decade’. Data leads to information and these information needs to 
be shared with the public. 
 
The need to communicate is a requirement for an Open 
Government. Therefore, we have purposed to ensure our readers 
and Nandi Citizens get to be informed on matters that various 
departments are pursuing to ensure they are well informed on 
matters service delivery. 
 
One key mandate of ICT and e- Government is to ensure we put in 
place effective communications strategies. I therefore introduce 
to you our Nandi Focus e-Newsletter that has an overall aim to 
put together news from various departments and disseminate the 
same to the public.  
 
The department of Health Services is the pioneer and are 
privileged to be the first to grace our inaugural e-Newsletter. The 
dedicated team at the editorial and design are motivated and we 
will keep you consistently informed through  this newsletter and 
other channels of communication. Let us know your comments by 
sending your feedback through the email given or calling via 1548. 
All the newsletters will be available for download at 
 www.nandicounty.go.ke

Look out for news from 
sports department in our 
next Issue!

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR            
JONATHAN MISOI



VISION

To provide efficient 
and high quality 

health care system 
that is accessible, 

equitable and 
affordable for every 

Kenyan.

CORE FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT

√ The core functions of the ministry include:
√ Formulation and implementation of health and sanitation policies.
√ Provision and promotion of preventive, curative and rehabilitative 
health services.
√ Setting standards and regulating the provision of health service 
delivery.
√ Administration of Medical Research Institutes, Medical Training 
Colleges and Health Insurance Fund
√ Management of radiation protection board and regulatory bodies for 
pharmacy and medicine.
√ Provide overall sanitation services and prevention.
√ Provision of maternal and child health services.
√ Quarantine administration for disease outbreak.
√ Manage clinics, dispensaries, health centers and hospitals.
√ Provide health education.
√ Health inspection and other health services including food and safety.

MANDATE

To provide health 
services, create an 

enabling environment, 
regulate and set 

standards and policy 
for health service 

delivery.

MISSION

To promote and 
participate in provision 
of integrated and high 

quality promotive, 
preventive, curative 

and rehabilitative 
health care services to 

all Kenyans.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
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As a Department, we believe in ensuring quality and 
affordable basic medical services for all. Nandi County’s 

healthcare system is designed to ensure that every 
resident has access to different levels of healthcare in a 

timely, cost-effective and seamless manner.  
 

The Department continuously works to shape the 
future of healthcare in Nandi and actively promote 

healthy living and preventive health programmes 
as well as high standards of living and hygiene to 

achieve better health for all.

As the County Government of Nandi strives to develop 
a strong engine of sustainable economic growth, it is 
the role of the Health Department to ensure quality 
services for all residents within a framework that 
safeguards equity and accessibility. 

The Department of Health is undergoing a reform 
aimed at improving its effectiveness and efficiency. It is 
focusing strongly on three major areas: Health Reform, 
Quality Improvement and Caring for its Healthcare 
Providers. We envision a County health care system 
dependent on: 
 
√ Equity 
√ Affordability 
√ Accessibility 
√ Quality 
√ Sustainability 
 
in order to develop and maintain an 
environment conducive to health.

MESSAGE FROM THE CECM HEALTH            
RUTH KOECH

MESSAGE FROM THE  CHIEF OFFICER            
DR. PAUL LAGAT
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BEACON 
OF HOPE 
In the past years, 
Nandi was the epitome 
of inadequate and 
inefficient healthcare 
services.

H o w e v e r ,  u n d e r 
G ove r n o r  S a n g ’s 
administration, the 
County Government 
of Nandi continues to 
invest heavily in the 
provision of healthcare, 
health infrastructure, 
m e d i c i n e s  a n d 
personnel.

T h e  C o u n t y 
Government of Nandi 
i s  commit ted in 
offering quality and 
affordable healthcare 
for all and by ensuring 
Nandi residents have 
a wide choice in as far 
as health facilities are 
concerned.

BEACON OF HOPE                   
IMPROVED HEALTH SERVICES 
IN NANDI
A lot has been happening in Nandi’s health sector; for instance Serem 
Health Centre unveiled a 12-bed maternity wing. Kapnyarwat in Kurgung/
Surungai Ward, Kibonze in Kemeloi / Maraba Ward, Chepyagoris in 
Sang’alo / Kebulonik Ward, Kipsiwo in Tindiret Ward, Kamamut in Kurgung 
/ Surungai Ward, Kabutie in Chemundu /Kapng’etuny Ward, Mosombor in 
Kaptumo / Kaboi Ward, Kamelilo in Songhor /Soba Ward, Masan in Kosirai 
Ward, Ndubeneti in Kilibwoni Ward and Boi in Kobujoi Ward dispensaries 
are operational and the results are impressive.

KCRH                             
The Department of Health and 
Sanitation continues to rehabilitate 
and improve Kapsabet County 
Referral Hospital to offer a full 
spectrum of services and minimize 
referral cases outside the county. 
With the roll out of the Health 
Management Information System 
(HMIS), KCRH has gone paperless. 
The recently installed CT scan 
machine, dialysis, MRI and the 
new theatre are operational. The 
Oxygen plant is saving the residents 
and the government thousands of 
shillings daily. The hospital has been 
equipped with modern chairs and 
a modern laboratory is currently 
operational.

The construction of Mother and 
Baby Hospital complex at KCRH 
is ongoing and is expected to be 
complete within the next 24 months.

TOP: Nandi joins the 
rest of the world in 
marking this year’s 
World Cancer Day 
under the global theme 
“I am and I will”.  

Artistic image of the new Kapsabet County Referral Hospital with Mother 
and Baby Unit
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FOCUS            
SUMMARY
The county government is also 
expanding Nandi Hills County 
Hospital. The construction of the 
facility’s trauma center is ongoing. 
Expansion of the out-patient unit 
is complete and operational. The 
Construction of an out-patient 
ablution block is complete. The 
facility’s mortuary has been fully 
equipped with modern fridges and 
an embalmer that is fully operational.

To ensure steady and uninterrupted 
power supply,  the county 
government has installed two 
standby power generators at both 
Kapsabet County Referral and Nandi 
Hills County Hospitals.

The County Department of Health 
and Sanitation is also upgrading six 
sub county hospitals, each to have 
an operating theater and a maternity 
wing; construction of Kabiyet 
Hospital Complex, Kobujoi Hospital 
Complex, Nandi Hills and Chepterwai 
Trauma Centers currently ongoing. 
Over 60 other health facilities 
are set to be renovated and new 
ones constructed. This is aimed 
at ensuring the residents of Nandi 
receive quality healthcare within 
reach.

The County Government of Nandi 
has maintained a steady supply of 
drugs to all health facilities and has 
recruited medical personnel across 
all cadres to offer the much needed 
services.

The County has ensured constant supply 
of medical supplies when needed and in 
adequate quantity and of assured quality.



NANDI RESIDENTS 
URGED TO UTILIZE 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
FACILITIES         
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Nandi residents have been urged to 
utilize public health facilities within 
the county that have been upgraded 

by the county government and now offer 
quality and affordable medical services. 
 
Nandi Governor Stephen Sang said that 
in curative healthcare, his administration 
has invested in improvement of facilities 
starting with the Kapsabet County 
Referral and Nandi Hills County Hospitals. 
 
He added that MRI, CT Scan, Dialysis 
unit, operation theaters and maternity 
wings in Kapsabet and Nandi hills 
hospitals were equipped with modern 
machines through funding from 
the County Government of Nandi. 
 
Governor Sang said in preventive 
healthcare services, the county has put 
in place measures to ensure that Nandi 
residents are free of preventable illnesses. 
 
He further explained that his administration 
is upgrading facilit ies to benefit 
Nandi residents. ”The construction of 
Kabiyet, Nandi Hills, Meteitei Maternity 
wing are almost complete,” he said. 
 
Sang stated that Nandi Hills as well as 
Chepterwai Hospitals, would be fitted with 
fully-equipped trauma centres.
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WORLD PREMATURITY DAY            

NANDI MARKS WORLD 
PREMATURITY DAY TO 
RAISE AWARENESS 
OF PRETERM BIRTH 
PREVENTION

Nandi residents joined the rest of the world in marking World 
Prematurity Day (WPD) by raising awareness, acknowledging the 
journeys of preterm infants and their families and  recognizing more 

than a million children who die due to complications from premature births. 
 
The event was held at Serem Health Centre, where the CEC for 

Health Ruth Koech highlighted the importance of prevention 
of premature births and its complications through pregnancy 
follow-ups, appropriate tests and giving birth in well-equipped 
hospitals which provide required services without delay. 
 
“Intensifying our focus on prematurity will sustain gains in child 
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survival, and help lay the groundwork 
for ending all preventable deaths 
of women and children,” said Ruth. 
 
This year’s WPD is marked under the 
theme ‘Born Too Soon: Providing the right 
care, at the right time, in the right place.’  
 
It connects with the benefits of family 
partnership in care for children, 
fami l ies ,  parents ,  hea l th  care 
professionals, policymakers and others.  
 
Premature birth occurs before the start 
of the 37th week of pregnancy. Premature 
babies, especially those born very early, 
often have complicated medical problems. 
 
The county government of Nandi 
is responding and creating more 
comprehensive and innovative plans to 
improve newborn survival and health 
with new measures to accelerate 
progress for their health. The plans 
outline specific actions to improve the 
quality care for newborns and mothers 
during labour and birth and provision of 
essential care during the first week of life. 
 
The Department of Health has also 
spearheaded the use of innovative 
solutions including cost effective 
technologies towards improving 
outcomes for new-borns and children.  
The innovations and initiatives are already 
in place to provide health benefits to 
premature babies and under-5 children. 
 
One of the initiatives is the Kangaroo 
Mother Care: The practice of the mother, 
or other caretaker, carrying the newborn in 
early, continuous, and prolonged skin-to 
skin contact and exclusive breastfeeding. 
 
To mark the day, a Kangaroo Mother Care 
Unit was officially opened at Serem Health 
Centre. This was made possible with 
the support from Nutrition International. 
 
Everyone can play a part in helping prevent 
preterm births, ensuring accurate diagnosis 
and caring for women in preterm labor and 
babies born too soon.
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The County Government 
of Nandi joined the rest of 
the world in marking this 

year’s World Cancer Day under 
the global theme “I am and I will”.  
 
‘I am and I will’ is the empowering 
call-to-action urging for personal 
commitments and represent the 
power of the individual action 
taken now to impact the future. 
The local theme for this year is ‘I 
am concerned. I will fight cancer.’ 
 
The theme emphasizes the need for 
individuals to harness and mobilize 
the solutions and catalyze positive 
change in cancer prevention, control 
and treatment. It is in line with the 
Ministry of Health transformative 
agenda which integrates provision 
of promotive, preventive and 
screening, early diagnosis and 
treatment, rehabilitative and 
palliative health care services 
in the fight against cancer. 

 
Cancer is one of the leading 
causes of deaths globally, with 
approximately 14 million new 
cases recorded each year. 
 
Cervical cancer survivor Annette 
from Kapsabet town maintains 
that stigmatization remains a major 
challenge facing cancer victims. 
 
‘‘I have walked this  journey and i 
know how difficult it is. Many attimes, 
those close to me avoided sitting 
next to me. We cannot  win the war 
against cancer with stigma.’’ she said. 
 
Annet te  surv ived cerv ica l 
cancer after gett ing early 
d i a g n o s i s  a n d  t re a t m e nt . 
 
She is now urging parents  to 
take their  female children for 
cervical screening saying cervical 
cancer is treatable at early stages 
and they should not  shy away. 
 

FIGHTING CANCER                   

NANDI COUNTY 
COMMEMORATES 
WORLD CANCER 
DAY

 CEC Administration Public Service 
and e-Government Triza Morogo

Chief Officer Social Welfare 
Scholastica Tuwei 

Annette - Cervical Cancer 
Survivor

Screening saves 
lives by detecting 

cancers early, 
often before 

they have spread 
and when more 

treatment options 
are available
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“Screening saves lives by detecting 
cancers early, often before they have 
spread and when more treatment options 
are available,” says Kenei, Oncologist 
at Kapsabet County Referral Hospital. 
 
He noted that the commonest cancers 
under review at the Kapsabet County 
Referral Hospital are; cancer of the breast, 
cancer of gastrointestinal tract comprising 
of the esophagus, stomach, colon and 
rectum, cancer of the cervix, lymphomas 
and leukemia and cancer of the ovary.  
 
Speaking during the event, the CEC 
Administration, Public Service and 
e-Government who was the Chief Guest 

noted that early detection of cancer helps in treatment 
as well as reduce the costs involved in treatment.  
 
Screening for various cancers (breast, prostate and 
cervical) for the general public was offered at the health 
centre. This was done by doctors and other health 
professionals drawn from the national referral hospital 
at no cost. The screening services are available at the 
Kapsabet County Referral Hospital Oncology Department. 
 
Leaders who graced the event  were the Kapsabet Ward 
MCA Hon. Fred Kipkemboi, CEC for Lands, Environment 
and Natural Resources Dr. Philemon Bureti and the Chief 
Officer for Social Welfare Scholastica Tuwei among 
other senior county officials.

Health workers procession along the streets of Kapsabet town during World Cancer Day
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TURNING TEARS 
TO SMILES

At least Twenty four youngsters 
from seven counties of 
Nandi, Kericho, Uasin Gishu, 

Bomet, Makueni, Elgeiyo Marakwet 
and Nakuru, underwent free 
transformative cleft lip and palate 
operations at Nandi Hills County 
Hospital. Thanks to an initiative 
by the County Government of 
Nandi in partnership with BelaRisu 
Foundation and Smile Train for their 
dedication to give free medical 
support to those with the condition. 
  
Cleft lip and palate is a condition 
that occurs when a baby’s lip or 
mouth does not form fully during 
pregnancy. It can either be a 
small or large opening that goes 
through the lip to the nose, making 
feeding and speaking difficult. 
 
Two operation rooms were made 
available at the hospital, with 
food and other supplies provided 
to all patients and their families 
for free by the county hospital. 

 
Brenda Jerono from Bomet said she 
was grateful to both the hospital and 
BelaRisu for helping treat her seven-
month-old boy Brian Kipchumba. 
 
“I feel so glad and relieved, I never 
believed my son would one day 
benefit from any surgery, am 
so happy,” she said. “It feels like 
such a big burden and weight has 
been removed from my shoulders 
thanks to the successful surgery.” 
 
Dr.  Joseph Kangor,  Nandi 
Hills County Hospital Medical 
Super intendent  cal led the 
experience both a challenging and 
rewarding one, “I was more than 
happy to take part because this was 
for a good cause, helping families 
who could not financially afford to 
have the surgery for their children. 
Seeing the emotional impact on 
the faces of the parents after the 
surgery is an indescribable feeling 
that makes it all worth it,” he added. 

 
“Our surgical program changes 
the entire course of our patients’ 
lives,” said Dr. Martin Kamau 
, CEO BelaRisu Foundation. 
“And by forming the partnership 
with the County Government of 
Nandi, together we are building 
a powerful legacy of hope and 
healing that’s contributing 
to the overall development 
of the region and beyond.” 
 
For Everline Cherop, a resident 
of Ndalat Ward, the free 
surgery changed the course 
of life for her 9 month old 
daughter Sandra Chepkemboi. 
 
“I have always been very 
worried about her future and 
what would happen to her if 
I didn’t get her the surgery 
she needs,” said Sandra’s 
mother, Everline Cherop. “But 
now, I am no longer worried, 
my child can put on a smile,” 
she said. “I thank the County 
Government of Nandi and the 
doctors for the free service 
we received,” she added. 
 
Nandi Hills MCA Hon. Gideon 
Koech thanked the County 
Government of Nandi and 
BelaRisu for choosing Nandi 
Hills Hospital. “I pray that we 
make the medical camp an 
annual event,” said Hon. Koech. 

COUNTY GOVERNMENT OF 
NANDI PUTS A SMILE ON 
THE FACES OF CLEFT LIP 
PATIENTS             
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This year, the medical camp saw 
an increase of beneficiaries from 
last year’s 19 to this year’s 24. 
 
Clefts are the leading birth defect 
in many developing countries.  
 
No one knows exactly what the cause 
of a cleft lip and palate is, but most 
experts agree that the causes are 
due to a number of factors which may 
include genetic predisposition as well 
as environmental issues such as drug 
and alcohol use, smoking, maternal 
illness, infections, lack of Vitamin B, 
also known as folic acid.
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The County Government 
of Nandi today signed 
t h e  I n te rg ove r n m e nt a l 

Participation Agreement (IPA) paving 
the way for the commissioning of 
UHC scale up in the county.

Health Cabinet Secretary Sicily 
Kariuki presided over the signing of 
the agreement, which stipulates the 
roles for both national and county 
governments in the implementation 
of UHC.

Under the IPA key areas have been 
prioritized for investment in the scale 
up of UHC based on the lessons 
learnt in the UHC pilot exercise. The 
priority areas include progressive 
move towards increasing the human 
resource for health to enhance 
access to health services. 

Speaking at the event, Nandi 
Governor Stephen Sang said the 
county is already putting emphasis 
on some key areas such as the 
scaling up maternal and child 
health, immunization coverage, 
prevention of non-communicable 
diseases particularly diabetes 
and hypertension, prevention of 
water borne, TB and HIV sexually 
transmitted diseases among others.

“Focus has been made on 
preventable and primary health care 
taking steps towards developing 
reproductive, maternal, neonatal, 
child and adolescent health,” he 
added.

He called on NHIF to give priority 
to public hospitals. He urged the 
national Government to support 
counties in the establishment 
of level 5 Hospitals in all the 47 
counties.

The County Government of Nandi 
and the National Government have 
committed to recruit additional 
skilled human resources which 
includes engagement of the interns 
through the Youth Empowerment 
Program. 

Under the IPA, the County 
Government of Nandi is required to 
allocate a minimum of 30% of the 
respective county budget to health 

NANDI COUNTY 
SIGNS UHC 

AGREEMENT WITH 
THE NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT
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and progressively increase it. 

The National Government will 
this financial year 2019/20 invest 
Kshs 41.9 billion in key strategic 
areas informed by lessons learnt 
from the pilot and existing health 
system gaps in Human Resource 
for health, Commodities, Primary 
Health Care services, Community 
Health services and service delivery 

to supplement county government 
investments.

The National Government  also 
committed to supplement county 
allocations for the supply of essential 
medicines and medical supplies 
including laboratory commodities to 
be made available to public health 
facilities in Kenya through the Kenya 
Medical Supplies Authority.

Governor Stephen 
Sang together with 
Health CS Sicily 
Kariuki during 
the signing of the 
Intergovernmental 
Participation 
Agreement (IPA) 
towards the 
commissioning of UHC
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT OF NANDI TO 
PARTNER WITH EASTERN PRODUCE 
KENYA AND TWININGS TO ADVANCE THE 
HEALTHCARE AGENDA                   

The County Government of Nandi is set to announce 
a new initiative with Eastern Produce Kenya (EPK), 
London-based Tea Company, Twinings, and the 

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) 
Sustaining Health Outcomes through the Private 
Sector (SHOPS) Plus project. The initiative is aimed at 
strengthening primary and community healthcare in 
the County. The leading tea companies are coming on 
board as the first private sector partners to establish a 
partnership with the county for accelerating primary 
healthcare transformation in support of universal health 
coverage.

“The County Government of Nandi is committed 
to accelerate progress towards universal health 
coverage. ‘We are open to fostering partnerships 
that are dynamic and mutually beneficial and we 
foresee great potential in this partnership” said 
Ruth Koech, CEC for Health.

The partnership will harness the talent, expertise, 
technology, and resources of the private sector, 
in alignment and close collaboration with the 
County Government of Nandi.

The partnership will bring in resources from the 
community, Sireet OEP, Twinings, Eastern Produce 
Kenya, and USAID, and will be implemented with 
the support of two organizations working with 
Eastern Produce Kenya: SHOPS Plus and Afya 
Research Africa (ARA). R. Twinings co. Limited. 
A UK tea blender that has an ethical sourcing 
program called “Sourced with Care,” which 
ensures that the company sources responsibly 
and acts as force for good to improve quality of 
life in the communities from which the company 
sources around the world.  SHOPS Plus is 
USAID’s flagship initiative in private sector health, 

seeks to harness the full potential of the 
private sector and catalyze public-private 
engagement to improve health outcomes 
in family planning, HIV/AIDS, maternal and 
child health, and other health areas. ARA is 
Kenyan non-profit organization that focuses 
on sustainable solutions that tackle access, 
cost, and quality issues associated with 
healthcare services in Kenya. 

The pilot program will refurbish, equip and 
strengthen the capacity of a local health 
facility that serves many of EPK’s tea workers, 
working closely with local community to 
ensure the quality and sustainability of 
services. The Chepsire facility had benefited 
from an investment from Sireet OEP in a 
structure that is partially complete. This will 
be refurbished, completed and equipped 
for improved services. 

The CEC for Health Ruth Koech and officials 
from Eastern Produce Kenya led by Leah 
Kibii, Company Director at Eastern Produce 
Kenya held a consultative meeting towards 
the realization of the partnership. Present at 
the meeting were the Chief Officer Water 
and Sanitation Sally Kemboi, Director for 
Health Dr. David Bungei, Kapsabet County 
Referral Hospital Medical Superintendent 
Dr. Daniel Kemboi and his Nandi Hills and 
Meteitei Sub County Hospital counterparts 
Dr. Joseph Kangor and Dr. Kibor and also the 
Deputy Director Monitoring and Evaluation 
Mathew Rotich.
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With the help of good 
Samaritans, he juggled 
between being a student 

by day and a watchman by night 
to now being an exemplary public 
relations officer at the County’s top 
hospital. 
 
Being a gateman 
Daniel Serem, the First born in a 
family of 8, attended Kiptaragon 
Primary School for his primary 
level education and later joined 
Tengecha boys. He dropped out of 
school in form two due to financial 
challenges and later joined Kabote 
Secondary School where he sat 
for his KCSE. However, although 
he had passed, his father could 
not afford to pay for his college 
education and the only quick 
option available was to work as a 
night watchman commonly known 
as “askari” at Mercy Corps Eldoret, 
a job he did for three years. 
 
He says it was not passion that 
drove him to this job but it was the 
only available opportunity to earn 
a living. 
 
He later through well-wishers 
did a certificate course in human 
resource management at (AICO, 
Diploma in Business management 
from Moi University and a 
Bachelors degree in Business 
management Mearketing option. 
 
Daniel Serem now currently is the 
Public Relations Officer and head 
of customer Care at Kapsabet 
County Referral Hospital. He 
maintains a positive image of 
the hospital and maintains good 

relations with people from 
all walks of life, which in turn 
creates a mutual understanding. 
 
He’s motivated to work as the 
facility’s public relations officer 
having lost his mother at the 
facility due to thyroid cancer. 
 
One of the ways he does is 
by carrying out rounds in 
the different sections within 
the hospital and getting the 
public’s view on the services 
offered. 
 
 
Advice 
Daniel Serem’s success is 
not a surprise to many of 
the people who knew and 
worked with him while he 
still served as an hotel guard. 
He advises young people to be 
focused and grab any chance that 
comes their way and work at it 
with all their strength. 
 
He believes everyone in life has a 
life changing moment that comes 
his or her way, however noting that 
more often than not, it never starts 
or presents itself as very attractive 
or grand. 
 
“Certain jobs are a means to an 
end. That job you are taking for 
granted could be the transit to 
your next level. That education you 
are despising could be the road 
taking you to where you would 
wish to be. My simple message 
is; treat everything as if your life 
depends on it,” he advises.

OUTSTANDING SERVICE                   

FROM A WATCHMAN 
TO HOSPITAL 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
OFFICER
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To be at par with the ever changing Technology, 
Kapsabet County Referral Hospital has gone a 
step further to computerize all its operations. 
Due to this need, HMIS (Health Management 
Information System) unit was established so as 
to enhance the implemetation of ICT systems 
and computer networks. This would enhance 
service delivery and general management. 
 
With the increasing costs in healthcare industry, 
there is a need to organize the information 
that health professionals require. Today, every 
healthcare center demands a robust and effective 
hospital management information system 
(HMIS), a complete and cohesive information 
system designed to manage entire hospital 
operations to enhance the operational efficiency. 
The operations like medical, administrative, 
financial, legal, and other corresponding 
services can be easily managed by HMIS. 
 
HMIS is now playing a crucial role in Nandi’s 
healthcare sector. With the burgeoning population 
and expanding number of critical diseases, one 
can now see Kapsabet County Referral Hospital 

rapidly expanding. A powerful HMIS has enabled 
KCRH to improve on its effectiveness and quality 
of work. The entire activities of the hospital have 
been automated to ensure highly accurate 
flow of information between the departments.  
 
With an efficient health management information 
system at KCRH, there has been transparent and 
evidence-based decision making which, in turn, 
has led to improvements in health outcomes. 
 
Availability and use of regular, good quality 
health data is increasingly becoming a policy 
imperative. The Health department is already 
at the forefront of incorporating the benefits of 
digital technology toward achieving the its goals. 
 
Computerization of sub-county hospitals and 
health centers to implement the HMIS for creation 
of online prescription is being undertaken in 
a phased manner with the purpose of better 
delivery of services to patients and improvement 
in efficiency of processes at hospitals/healthcare 
facilities.

HEALTH MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM                   

A NEW ERA OF 
TRANSFORMING 
HEALTHCARE



The County Government of 
Nandi in partnership with 
Nutrition International and 

United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF) launched the County 
Nutrition Action Plan (CNAP) to 
provide a framework for addressing 
nutritional challenges in the county. 
 
The County Nutrition Action Plan 
(CNAP) 2019 – 2022 seeks to address 
breastfeeding, healthy feeding habits 
and malnutrition. It is based on the 
Kenya National Nutrition Action Plan. 
 
Governor Stephen Sang said the 
Nutrition Action Plan would go a long 

way in bridging the gaps in nutrition 
and moving the county towards 
the goal of a healthy population. 
 
The Governor highlighted the 
importance of focusing on the first 
one thousand days of life and the 
commitment of his government 
under the County Nutrition Action 
Plan (CNAP) 2019 – 2022, to advance 
nutrition sensitive agricultural 
food systems that ensure optimal 
maternal and child nutrition. 
 
The County boss lauded Nutrition 
International for injecting Sh. 5 
million towards the elimination 

of malnutrition that caused 
maternal and infant mortality 
deaths among adolescent and 
young women in the County. 
 
The Governor said that 
the County Government of 
Nandi has increased the 
number of Nutrition Staff 
from 18 in 2017 to 74 in 2019. 
 
“We have a target of reducing 
malnutrition in our county by 
50 percent in the next five 
years in line with the County’s 
priorities as outlined in the 
CIDP 2018-2022,” he said. 
 
On his part, Nutrition International 
President, Joel Spicer said that 
there is no magic bullet for 
ending malnutrition in Nandi 
County noting that it requires 
progressive policymaking 
and proper implementation. 
 
The County ’s  Nutr i t ion 
Action plan will be used as a 
document for financing nutrition 
interventions and putting more 
emphasis on domestic financing 
which is key in sustainability 
of Nutr i t ion  programs . 
 
The County Nutrition Action Plan 
was developed with the support 
from Nutrition International 
under the Technical Assistance 
for Nutrition (TAN) project, 
funded with UK-AID from 
the UK government. Other 
partners include (UNICEF), 
University of Eastern Africa 
Baraton and Academic Model 
Providing Access To Healthcare 
(AMPATH).

NANDI COUNTY ON COURSE 
TO ELIMINATE MALNUTRITION 
AS NUTRITION ACTION PLAN 
IS LAUNCHED
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WASH services in healthcare facilities are 
fundamental to the provision of quality, 
people-centred care. 

The lack of safe water, functional toilets and hand 
washing facilities in healthcare settings poses 
significant health risks to patients, healthcare workers 
and nearby communities.

Waterlines USA handed over a water harvesting 
project to Lolkeringet Health Centre in Kabiyet Ward, 
Mosop Sub County.

Waterlines Director Diane Reimers said “This has truly 
been a collaborative journey with the community, 
the contractor and the County Government of Nandi. 
The idea of building a water harvesting tank is truly 
heartwarming to witness the idea that came to pass.”

Speaking during the occasion, Waterlines Mark 
Reimers quipped, “Waterlines USA is excited to be 
part of this water and sanitation project. The handover 
of this 50,000 litre water harvesting tank, is creating 
impact and changing lives, that’s why we are at 
Lolkeringet Health Centre today.”

The CEC for Health Ruth Koech thanked the 
organization. “Water plays an important role in 
the health care field, for Waterlines, we can’t 
thank you enough for your support,” she said.

WASH in healthcare facilities provides the 
basis for “do no harm” and plays a critical role 
in infection control.

Present at the event were the County Director 
for Health Dr. David Bungei and Kabiyet Ward 
Administrator.

LOLKERINGET 
HEALTH CENTRE 
RECEIVES 50,000 
LITRES WATER 
HARVESTING SYSTEM
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The ongoing 
construction of 
a New Hospital 
with Mother and 
Baby Unit at the 
Kapsabet County 
Referral Hospital 
is on course.The 
hospital is aimed at 
improving medical 
services in the 
county.
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NEW NANDI HILLS HOSPITAL TRAUMA CENTRE 
NEARS COMPLETION



The County Government of Nandi has in the past 
two years made huge investments in health sector 
that has seen improvement in the delivery of 
services to its residents.

The Kapsabet County Referral Hospital offers 
dialysis at the cheapest rates of Kshs. 5,500 per 
session. Other improvement in the Hospital are as 
shown in the infographic above.

John Kiprotich, a resident of Kapsabet Ward 
pointed out that the availability of the medicine at 
the pharmacy was a great improvement.
“Unlike in earlier days, we were forced to go and 
buy medicine from chemists, which were often at 
an exaggerated price,” he said.

A major milestone at the facility is the 
establishment of a new Oncology Unit. Cancer 
patients can now get services at Kapsabet County 

Referral Hospital's new Oncology Unit. Before the 
unit was established, most cancer patients sought 
treatment at the Moi Teaching and Referral 
Hospital (MTRH).

Kapsabet County Referral Hospital Medical 
Superintendent Dr. Daniel Kemboi pledged to 
continue with the expansion of the hospital, citing 
that the hospital had received a magnetic 
resonance imaging machine, radiology machine 
and a state-of-the-art theatre with an 
anti-bacterial floor to ensure that the services 
were better. The hospital also has a fully functional 
Health Management Information System (HMIS). 

The county government of Nandi is investing in 
expanding facilities, from dispensaries and health 
centres to sub-county hospitals, and has 
continued to do so.

DIALYSIS01.

IMPROVED
SERVICE 
DELIVERY
in Health Sector

44 sessions in a week 
(22 patients).

OUTPATIENT ATTENDANCE
02. 600-700 patients

WARD ADMISSIONS03.
35 patients

NEW ONCOLOGY UNIT04.

X-RAY PER DAY 08.
 50-60 patients

ULTRASOUND
20 patients

 CT SCAN/MRI 
 8 patients

MATERNITY, 
CEASERIAN SECTIONS 05.

06.

07.

4 patients

Approximate
number of

patients per day
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The County Government 
of Nandi has become a 
focal point on matters 

development and learning model 
on devolution for other counties. 
 
Nandi Governor Stephen Sang, 
earlier in the week received 
delegat ions from Makueni , 
Kitui and Bomet Counties who 
are on a benchmarking tour. 
  
The delegation visited Kapsabet 
County Referral Hospital where 
they paid a courtesy call to the 
Medical Superintendant Dr. Daniel 
Kemboi who welcomed them to the 
facility. Among the areas of interest 
being the Health Management 
Information System (HMIS) .  
 
Mwakavi Justus, from Makueni 
County lauded Nandi for the 
innovative use of the  Management 
System especially in healthcare. 
“The HMIS is a really great way 
to track all happenings in health 

facilities, especially for planning 
and monitoring the flow of 
commodities. It is what we need 
for all the health facilities in the 
Country to monitor services and 
to keep our data,” said Mr.Mwakavi.  
 
“We are happy to have counties 
coming to Nandi to benchmark. This 
is a very good initiative. We believe 
that every  county has a positive 
story to tell about devolution and 
that is why we are opening our doors 
to host Counties and exchange 
our developments” mentioned Dr. 
Kemboi the Medical Superintendant.  
 
The team later toured the facilities 
Radiology Department, Wards, 
Outpatient and the ongoing 
Mother and Child Construction.  
 
According to Kitui Chief Officer 
for Health, lessons learnt from 
Nandi will be used to prioritize 
development agendas in respective 
wards based on analyzed and 
interpreted information.

DEVELOPMENT                   

COUNTIES 
BENCHMARKING 
IN NANDI
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As part of a greater ambition to positively 
transform healthcare delivery in 
Nandi County, nine Nurses arrived in 

Truman Medical Center for an eight weeks 
immersion clinical observation program 
between August and September last year. 
 
The team shadowed TMC nurses and 
nurse leaders, took part in didactic 
seminars and activities in Kansas City. 
 
The goal of the exchange program is 
to successfully transfer the experience 
gained in the US to local hospitals 
across Nandi as well as foster many 
collaboration between Nandi County 
and willing partners across the globe. 
 
The nurses were Salina Bittok, Peter 
Too, Jacqueline Ndegwa, Neddy Metto, 
Jackson Biegon, Wesley Maiyo, Susan 
Biwott, Caroline Chumba and Jacob Serem. 
 
The project was led by Kamera Meaney, 
Nursing Administration and Special 
Programs Manager and Billy Tanui, a Health 
Sciences District CRNA.

NANDI NURSES 
IN THE US FOR 
IMMERSION 
PROGRAM
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                                                                                   CHESUMEI SUB COUNTY
Kombe Dispensary PROTAS KIRWA 729381324
Lelmokwo Dispensary MARY CHESANG 725697443
Mogoget Dispensary TERESA SITIENEI 720468652
Ngechek Dispensary GILBERT KIMUTAI 727594572
Sironoi GOK Dispensary CHEPKOECH SHARON 796583766
Cheplengu Dispensary KIPRONO NAAMAN 729370571
Itigo Dispensary LUCY CHEBET 722671685
Kamurguiywa Dispensary ENITH ATIENO 724879669
Kapkibimbir Dispensary LILIAN CHEPLETING 720358963
Kapsisiywo Dispensary WILLIAM KIPKOSGEY 724291373
Kaptel Dispensary FERIOUS CHELANGAT 714269274
Kaptildil Dispensary TERESA JEROTICH 7200175982
King'wal Dispensary BRIGID JEPKEMBOI 721941468
Biribiriet Dispensary ZIPPORAH JEPCHUMBAH 721834023
Chemokonja Dispensary JULIANA KIPSIELE 722448384
Chemundu Dispensary ROSE JEPCHIRCHIR 725586692
Chemuswo Dispensary JUDITH CHEPKEMBOI 725421727
Mosoriot SubCounty Hospital DANIEL KEITANY 722929640
Kapchepkok Dispensary LAWRENCE KIPKORIR 721886934
Saniak Dispensary ADELINE JEPKOSGEY 700750586
                                                                                                  EMGWEN SUB COUNTY
Koibem Dispensary MARIETA JEROP 711286403
Lolminingai Dispensary PURITY SANG 720394564
Ndubeneti Dispensary EZRA KIPKOSGEI 724665961
Ngenybogurio Dispensary LILIAN LAGAT 711670113
Terige Dispensary ANN YEGO 723580090
Tiryo Dispensary ELIAS KIPKIRUI 721355589
GK Prison Dispensary ELIUD KIPCHUMBA 728100182
Kabirirsang Dispensary JESEPHINE MUNGAI 723918968
Kibwareng Dispensary ADHIAMBO AMBUNYA 720553520
Kapchumba Dispensary GLADYS RUTTO 710336758
Kapsirichoi Dispensary ABBY CHEMUTAI 721144365
Kimondi Forest Dispensary ESTHER JEPKORIR 728330464
Kipsigak Dispensary MABEL MIHADI 714919952
Kipsugur Dispensary AGNES MARINDANY 723750806
Kiptenden Dspensary REGINAH TOROREI 712066561
Kipture Dispensary BRIGID JEPKEMBOI 725224487
Kiropket Dispensary JOHNSTONE KIBITOK 743833771
Cheindoi Dispensary YULITA JERONO 712828489
Chepkumia Dispensary SAPHINA JELIMO 729476856
Kapsabet County Referral Hospital SALINA BITOK 720838938
Kapkangani Health Centre NELLY KEINO 718640603
Kilibwoni Health Centre AMNE MOHAMMED 721177313
                                                                                   NANDI HILLS SUB COUNTY
Lessos Dispensary VINCENT KIMUTAI 719184511
Sirwa Dispensary JACOB KIPKOSGEY 718352469
Siwo Dispensary SHADRACK TUWEI 710125302
Sochoi Dispensary EUSILAH BUNEI 721594829
Taito  Dispensary JUNE MOI 713116463
Chepkunyuk Dispensary COSMAS KOECH 727292392
Cheptabach Dispensary IRENE KAMOING' 726902576
Kaptien Dispensary GLADYS BITUTU 728304720
Keben Dispensary NELLY JEBET 725849305
Kipkoror Dispensary TRIZZAH JEROP 725736314
Nandi Hills Sub County Hospital MARGARET YEGO 724245454
Kapkoros Dispensary GEOFFREY CHOGE 703690013
Kosoiywo Dispensary ELIJAH CHEBON 722665852
Koilot Health Centre WILSON LOSIRENG' 701188669
                                                                                                 MOSOP SUB COUNTY
Lolkeringet Dispensary BEATRICE JEBIWOTT 700426630
Sang'alo Dispensary PHILEMON CHIRCHIR 724394901
Sigot Dispensary DAVID NG'ETICH 790269281
Tabolwa Dispensary PATRICK LAGAT 729711946

NANDI COUNTY HEALTH FACILITIES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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TOP STORIES 2 9Tolilet Dispensary WILLY MUTAI 726339363
Cheptarit Dispensary JACKLINE JEROP 701728020
Cheptil Dispensary EVERLYNE JEPCHUMBA 727711968
Kabiemit Health Centre HELLEN MAIYO 726740861
Kabisaga Dispensary LUDIA JELAGAT 727403066
Kamasai Dispensary JULIET NEKESA 708952800
Kapkagaron Dispensary EDNA CHIRCHIR 725561158
Kapkenyeloi Dispensary GILBERT KEMBOI 720382078
Kapng'ombe Dispensary JOAN JELAGAT 700606403
Kaptich Dispensary HILLARY LAGAT 714184050
Kimong Dispensary FLORAH SAMOEI 726211952
Kipsamoite Dispensary JOHN SIAHI 714226043
Chepkoiyo Dispensary MARYLINE JEPCHIRCHIR 726832529
Kabiyet Sub-County Hospital CORNELIUS KIPTOO KOTUT 728800600
Kapnyarwat Dispensary DOROTHY JEPCHIRCHIR 712417936
Chepkemel Health Centre LAMECK KIRWA 725790005
Chepterwai Sub-County Hospital MICHAEL KIRUI 721691185
                                                                                            ALDAI SUB COUNTY
Kobujoi Forest Dispensary BRITNEY JEPKEMBOI 799113431
Koibarak Dispensary BETTY ORESIA 722353568
Kongoro Dispensary NELLY KCHEPKINYOR 727015391
Masombor  Dispensary GLORIA CHEPLETING 711720878
Siksik Dispensary HILDA JELIMO 707865472
Cheptingwich Dispensary REBECCA KAVITA 720477222
Kaboi Dispensary EUNICE MWENJE 717965630
Kapkeben Dispensary JANE JEROBON 714068096
Kapkolei Dispensary DAVID YATOR 710180414
Kapsamoch Dispensary KENNEDY RAVONGA 710345609
Kapsaos Dispensary JAEL KILEL 724708936
Kapsengere Dispensary JOEL KURGAT 722237431
Kaptumek Dispensary ISAAC KIPROTICH 741770945
Kereri Dispensary JOSEPH KOLOTI 716654329
Kibisem Dispensary SAWE JACKSON 727949606
Kibongwa Dispensary RONALD KIPROP 713887282
Kibonze Dispenary FREDRICKKIPCHIRCHIR 727093504
Kipsigak Baibai Dispensary NELSON KIMUTAI 705391137
Korongoi Dispensary EMMANUEL KIPROP 726158074
Boi Dispensary EUSILAH JEBET 729453414
Bonjoge Dispensary SAMWEL TOO 724309346
Chebilat Dispensary EUNICE MAIYO 725013979
Chemobo dispensary NANCY CHIRICHIR 700280598
Chepkongony Dispensary NANCY ATANDI 714487653
Koyo Health Centre LILY CHEPNGENO 728566016
Serem Health Centre MAUREEN ALAK 728173546
Kemeloi Health Centre ROSEBELLA KIBIWOTT 727565599
Kibwareng Health Centre EMMANUEL NG'ETICH 723875797
Kaptumo Sub-County Hospital JOSHUA MUTTAI 713428012
                                                                                 TINDERET SUB COUNTY
Mbogo Valley Dispensary SARAH JERONO 719329222
Setek Dispensary MARGARET JEPKOECH 724675167
Taunet Dispensary ESTHER SAWE 73135746
Kamelil Dispensary TERAH KIPCHIRCHIR 700637108
Kamelilo Dispensary EMMANUEL KIPTOO 718846171
Kapkirwa Dispensary ALFRED TANUI 763108255
Chemamul Dispensary JOSHUA SITIENEI 718716521
Soba River Health Centre MATTHEW MUTAI 732655589
Kabunyeria Health Centre HENRY KEMBOI 729622278
Meteitei Sub-County Hospital HENRY KOSKEY 720253628
Chepsire Dispensary VINCENT KIBET 710773768
Chemelil Dispensary LEONARD MELI 723248063
Chelambut Dispensary BERNADETTE NG'ETICH 710896554
Chemursoi Dispensary SILAS ROTICH 710533904
Cheptilil Dispensary GIDEON TARUS 724413851
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT OF NANDI

NANDI
1548

Calls and Messages
ABSOLUTELY

FREE

COUNTY GOVERNMENT OF NANDI
#TugaTai  #TransformingNandi

In pursuit of open and transformative governance
Emergency Services available 24/7. Other Services available from 8 am - 11 pm

DID YOU KNOW? 
That you can now reach the County Government of Nandi 

on the following services by calling 

1548

A. I 
Services

N.H.I.F Business
Permits

Agriculture Rates and
Permits

Ambulance & 
Fire Brigade

Gender, Youth,
Women & PWD

Affairs


